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                                                              PRONOUNS  

Pronouns are words which are used in place of nouns  

Example: Ritu: She 

 Mohit: He 

Yourself- I  

Thing and Animal : It  

 Pooja and I : We 

Pooja and Mohit : They  

  Q1 Fill in the blank by writing the appropriate pronoun from the choice given:    

1. My name is Sam. (I / He) ____ am six years old.    

2. I have a brother. (He/ She) ____________ is ten years old.    

3. I also have a sister. (He/ She) ______ is three years old.    

4. My father is 30 years old. (He/ She) ____________ goes to office.    

5. My mother works at home. (He/ She) _____________ takes care of us.     

6. My father and mother are very nice. (We / They) _______________ love us very much.    

7. Tina and I are  friends. (We / They) ____________ like to play together.    

 

 



Q2. Fill in the blanks with the correct pronoun.  

Word Bank:          He    She    They   

1. This is Shalu. _______________ is holding a flower.    

2. This is Bob and Janie. ______________ are wearing crowns.    

3. This is Thomas. __________________ likes to play soccer.    

4. This is Tina. _______________ has a pretty blue scarf.    

5. This is Tim and Alice. ______________ are holding hands.  

Q3. Match the word or group of words on the left with the corresponding pronoun on the right.    

1. Pat and I                a. He    

2. Joseph                           b. She    

3. Alisha                            c. We    

4. The big truck                 d. They    

5. Kevin and Martin    e. It    

   Q4. Identify the pronouns in the following sentences:    

1. She is trying to catch the butterfly with the net.    

2. He likes to splash in puddles with the yellow boots.    

3. It is eating a big green leaf.       

6. He always pops the bubbles that we blow .    

    


